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Vine I. Products to Avoid Due to Competition
A Short Review
More than 3 “Powersellers”: find products that don’t have more 3 really
profitable sellers, you don’t want more than 3 people with more than
500 reviews

These 3 almost exact same products have over 1,000 reviews each clearly
this product is very competitive.

Big Name Brand Competitors: You’re not going to be able to compete
against big large brands that control a large percentage of the market

Sold at Big Box Stores: Products sold in retail stores everywhere will not
sell well online, at least for right now

Avoid products with Amazon sells and fulfills itself:

Rob’s Tip of the Day: Amazon will not compete as hard on the
products it has decided to private label because they do not want to
scare off third-party sellers (that’s us). In fact, Amazon private labeling a
product is a good sign there is demand for a product, be wary of other
competitive factors though (reviews, big brands, over 100 sellers [more
on this later], etc.)

Vine II. Too Much/Too Competition
You do not want to compete with over 100 people selling the same
product.

Ex. Silicone Barbeque Gloves

There are 20 pages of the same exact product.

This leads to being unable to stand out in the crowd with every Amazon
seller using the same tactics to be recognized and noticed by customers.

Totem: (Blue) You want pages 4-5 to start having non-related products,
this shows there’s not much competition and that you are close to your
product champion

Here you can see on page 4 there is starting to be a variation on what
keyword is targeted. “Zester” is starting to be replaced with “grater. “

Too Little Competition:
You can simply go on BSR for this:
Product under 10,000 in the Parent Category (Home and Dining)
 Product below 10,000 in their parent category gives you a better
chance at a successful first potential of a product
 Demand is more likely enough to hit a home run
 The sweet spot is between 750 to 2500

Vine III. Jungle Book Strategy on Competition
(Preview)
 Other Amazon Courses teach you to go after the most competitive
products.

 The course-takers then compete over scraps, and begin playing dirty
to bump your listing or get you kicked off Amazon.

 You do not want to compete with huge groups of people, you want
to expand and grow into your business.

 The Jungle Book does not see Amazon as a get-rich quick scheme

 The idea is to pick a product and make it to page 2 within the
search rankings, and then use PPC and other ad channels to expand
your business.
You want to have a portfolio of products so you can diversify and have
steady growth.

 Picking multiple products, you’ll pick a few winners
 Focus your limited resources
 Spread risk over several products

Rob’s Goal (Blue):
Have a product on page 2 within the first 30 days and make $500 from a product a
month; 5 products making 1000 to 750 a month. Rob wants to kill it on 4-5
products with the risk spread out.

Conclusion
Move on to the Introduction of Amasuite, these tools will help you find
Amazon’s golden nuggets and choose the proper competition.

FOR ANY QUESTIONS:

Gorillaz Facebook Base Camp
https://www.facebook.com/groups/gorillazbasecamp/

Congratulations!
Move on to the next step in your Amazon Business

